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Abstract

This report describes the optimization of the sieve collimator that will be used
for the MOLLER experiment at Jefferson Laboratory. The MOLLER experiment
seeks to study the parity-violating asymmetry in electron-electron elastic scattering.
For this project, Monte Carlo simulations were run using a GEANT4 simulation package, which includes the main geometry of the proposed experiment, and the essential
physics reaction processes. A sieve collimator was added to the simulated geometry.
This collimator has pin-hole openings to select scattered electrons at certain locations (radial and azimuthal positions) corresponding to specific scattering angles (θ,
φ). Analysis of the simulated data were done using the CERN Root software suite,
using a Python-based interface.

Chapter 1
Introduction
The MOLLER experiment [2] is an electron-electron scattering experiment that
is proposed to take place at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson
Lab). The aim of the experiment is to measure the parity-violating asymmetry caused
by the weak nuclear force. At SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory the E158
experiment was the first experiment to measure this asymmetry in electron-electron
interactions mediated by the weak force, known as Moller scattering. While the
experiment found that the asymmetry matched the predictions made by the standard
model of particle physics, it had a high uncertainty [3]. By increasing the statistical
precision of the measurement, MOLLER intends to more accurately measure the
asymmetry and help give further guidance as to which models of physics beyond the
standard model should be pursued in the future and which can be rejected.
The MOLLER experiment will use a polarized beam of electrons with rapidly
changing spin direction to measure the difference in the probability that electrons
that experience Moller scattering, as Moller scattering can be mediated by the weak
force. In order to measure the asymmetry due to the weak force, the MOLLER
experiment requires two pieces of information: the number of particles hitting the
main detector and the initial scattering angle of those particles.
To measure the scattering of the electrons, the beam intensity will be decreased
1

and a collimator with pin holes and a set of Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) tracking
detectors will be in place. The sieve collimator is the focus of this research. Using a
GEANT 4 simulation of the MOLLER experiment, the sieve is implemented and the
electrons are tracked through the detector.
The goal of this research was to optimize the geometry of the sieve to select
electrons with specific scattering angles and scattered energy to correlate those with
the arrival locations and trajectories at the main detector. The results were analysed
using Root software through the Jefferson computing farm.

1.1

The Goal of Research
The experiment has a magnetic spectrometer that is designed to take the Moller

scattered of electrons of interest over a wide range of scattering angles and energies,
and focus them into a narrow region of radius at the main detectors. It is also designed to take the main background, particles from electron-proton scattering, and
focus them to a different radial location so that their asymmetries can be measured
separately. No spectrometer will do this perfectly therefore there will be electronproton scattered events that will appear at the same radial location as Moller scattering events. In order to correct for this overlapping of events we need to measure it
and verify that we understand the arrival locations and trajectories of electrons that
have been scattered at arbitrary angles and energy.
If we knew the relationship between the scattered angle and scattered energy with
the arrival location at the main detector, then the probability of arrival location for
each type scattering would be known. If we knew the mapping of scattering angle and
energy we would be able to predict the background that lay under the Moller peak and
make the appropriate corrections. The challenge to verify that acceptance function is
that there is no easy mechanism to measure the initial scattering angle of the particle.
2

There will be no detectors located before the magnetic fields as the beam’s intensity
will be too great and the initial scattering angles too small for accurate measurements
to be taken. The plan to overcome this is to put in a pin-hole collimator to select
and define initial scattering angles such that we can correlate the events coming
at scattering angles to where they arrive at the main detectors. By doing this for
different angles and beam energies we can verify that acceptance function. The goal
of this project was to explore what is required for such a sieve collimator to be used
in the experiment, to explore the necessary parameters to achieve this verification.

3

Chapter 2
The MOLLER experiment
2.1

Background
In physics we continually look for symmetry and violation of symmetry, i.e.

asymmetry. Symmetry can be tested through the results of an experiment being
unaltered by some changed variable; for example, if one were to conduct an experiment
today and obtain a certain result, then conduct the same experiment at a later time
and obtain the same result, we would say that result is symmetric with respect to
time. If the experiment was conducted at a later time and we obtained a different
result, that experiment would be said to be asymmetric.
Three important observables with symmetry properties relevant for particle physics
are charge, parity, and time. Together they are known as CPT. While particles are not
necessarily symmetric in changes across charge, parity, or time individually, Quantum
Field Theory states that nature must be symmetric across the product of the three.
A change in charge refers to interchange of particles and antiparticles; it is called
charge conjugation because typically an antiparticle has an opposite but equal charge
to its particle. For example, an electron has a charge of -e while its antiparticle the
positron has a charge of e. The term charge can be misleading however, for particles
without a charge such as neutrinos, they still have antiparticles and a change from

4

a neutrino to an anti-neutrino is still referred to as a charge conjugation operation.
Also, there are particles with equal and opposite charges that when exchanged are not
considered a charge conjugation. For example, a proton also has a charge of e, but
when an electron is replaced with proton this is not considered a charge conjugtion.
A change in time refers to the direction of time in which an event happens, or
time reversal. For example, if an electron was observed colliding with a proton to
produce a neutron and an electron neutrino, if the interaction was symmetric across
time reversal the process should be able to happen in reverse in which a neutron and
an electron neutrino collide and produce a proton and an electron. Parity refers to
the spatial signs of the coordinate system in which the experiment is being conducted
and is the focus of the MOLLER experiment.
The parity reversal operation P refers to inverting the sign of all axes of a coordinate system. For example, if one takes a typical x − y − z coordinate system and
conducts an experiment, then takes x to −x, y to −y, and z to −z, and conducts the
same experiment and obtains the same result, the measurement is symmetric with
respect to parity. If one obtains a different result, the measurement is asymmetric
with respect to parity. Charge, time reversal, and parity are all quantum mechanical
operators. This means we can write
P Φ = Φ0
If we have the case that
P Φ = pΦ
then, Φ is an eigenstate of the parity operator P and p is the eigenvalue. If parity
is a “good” symmetry of the wave function, then
P (P Φ) = p2 Φ = Φ
p2 = 1
p = ±1
5

This logic can be applied to charge and time reversal as well.
The standard model of particle physics is a quantum field theory that describes
how three fundamental forces, strong, weak, and electromagnetic, interact with the
known fundamental particles. The standard model includes the observation that the
weak force violates parity-symmetry. The parity violation is related to the helicity
of the particle. Helicity refers to the relationship between a particle’s momentum
vector and its spin vector. If the momentum vector of the particle is in the same
direction as the spin it is said to have positive helicity or be “right-handed.” If the
momentum vector of the particle is in the opposite direction as the spin it is said to
have negative helicity or be “left-handed.” Applying the parity operator to a state Φ of
one helicity changes it to the state of opposite helicity. This means that if a particle’s
wave function or its interaction is not symmetric under a change in helicity then the
particle violates parity-symmetry. The standard model predicts that the weak force
will violate parity symmetry, giving it the name parity violating asymmetry.
Within the standard model the weak force is mediated by three bosons, W + , W − ,
and Z 0 . When the W + and W − bosons are exchanged it is known as a charged-current
weak interaction. When the Z 0 boson is exchanged it is known as neutral current
weak interaction, and this interaction is the focus of the MOLLER experiment.
The standard model of particle physics predicts that the charged current weak
interactions will only affect left-handed particles, but the neutral current weak interaction will affect both left and right-handed particles, yet will favor left-handed
particles. In particular, the standard model predicts the asymmetry from parity violation in electron-electron interaction which was first observed by the E158 experiment
at SLAC [3]. The goal of the MOLLER experiment is to measure the asymmetry to
a precision five times greater than the E158 experiment. Whether the results of the
experiment agree or disagree with the predictions of the standard model, they will
6

provide guidance as to which theories of physics beyond the standard model should
be pursued in the future.
The MOLLER experiment will use the elastic collision of electron-electron scattering to study the parity-violating asymmetry arising due to the Z 0 boson exchange;
when electrons scatter in this manner it is known as Moller scattering. When electrons collide they will either exchange a photon, electromagnetic scattering, or a Z 0
boson, weak force scattering. The probability that when two electrons collide they
will exchange a Z 0 boson is much smaller than the probability that they exchange a
photon because the Z 0 boson is far more massive than a photon. Because the scattering can proceed either via the exchange of a photon (γ) or of a Z 0 , the two processes
undergo quantum mechanical interference, and so the scattering probability includes
an interference term (electro-weak interference), the third term in the probability
equation. The probability for right handed electrons can be written as

PR = |Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2 + 2Re Mγ MZ 0 .

(2.1)

In other words, the probability of electron-electron scattering, PR , is equal to
the probability amplitude for electron magnetic scattering, Mγ , that for weak force
scattering, MZ 0 , and an interference term of the two together. In this equation at
the beam energy relevant for MOLLER, |Mγ |2 is large and |MZ 0 |2 is so small as to
be insignificant. If the polarity is flipped, it can be thought of as the parity operator
acting on the wave functions, which will flip the sign of MZ 0 but not Mγ for left
handed electrons becoming

PL = |Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2 − 2Re Mγ MZ 0 .

(2.2)

By dividing one by the other we can find the fractional asymmetry, denoted as
Apv ,
7

Apv =

P − R − PL
|Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2 + 2Re Mγ MZ 0 − |Mγ |2 − |MZ 0 |2 + 2Re Mγ MZ 0
=
PR + PL
|Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2 + 2Re Mγ MZ 0 + |Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2 − 2Re Mγ MZ 0
(2.3)

Apv =

2Re Mγ MZ 0
.
|Mγ |2 + |MZ 0 |2

(2.4)

Because |MZ 0 | is much smaller than |Mγ |, we can approximate

Apv ≈

2Re Mγ MZ 0
|Mγ |2

(2.5)

These equations describing the parity-violating asymmetry of electron-electron
collisions are based on the standard model. However, the standard model is known
to be incomplete. It does not include dark matter, dark energy, nor gravity. By
experimentally determining values predicted by the model we can narrow down what
aspects of the standard model should be investigated further. For example, the standard model only includes two possible force carries that can be exchanged between the
electrons, but if the results of the MOLLER experiment disagree with the standard
model predictions it would suggest that there may be physics beyond the standard
model influencing the result. It is possible there is a third, heavier, force carrier
that had not yet been included in the Standard Model; this is one of many plausible
extensions of the standard model which have been proposed by theorists[4].

2.2

Experimental Setup
The motivation for MOLLER is to experimentally determine the difference in

probability of right-handed and left-handed electrons experiencing Moller scattering.
A similar experiment was conducted at SLAC [3], E158, in 2005, measuring the parity
violating asymmetry of electron-electron scattering. The MOLLER experiment will
8

Figure 2.1: This image shows a schematic layout of the MOLLER experiment beginning on the left with the beam passing through the long hydrogen target through
the collimators and torrid magnets. The tracking detector array refers to the GEM
detectors while the integrated detector array refers to the main fused silica detectors.
[1].
make an improved measurement with increased precision, approximately five times
more precise. The experiment will be conducted at Jefferson Laboratory using an 11
GeV beam of polarized electrons. The beam will be directed at a liquid hydrogen
target and the electrons from the beam can scatter off either the atomic electrons in
the hydrogen or the atomic protons.
The MOLLER experiment will measures the parity-violating asymmetry by rapidly
switching the spin direction of the incoming electrons, every millisecond. When the
electrons are polarized in the direction of the beam they are right-handed, and when
they are polarized in the opposite direction of the beam they are left-handed. A
simplistic description for the asymmetry is when changing the handedness of these
particles the number of electrons scattering via the electromagnetic force will not
change, however the number of electrons experiencing Moller scattering will.
After the liquid hydrogen target the particles will pass through a series of collimators as shown in Figure 2.5. There are two main collimators that will be used

9

Figure 2.2: This image shows the design for collimators #1 and #2 the incident
electron beam comes from the left [1].
throughout the experiment, one collimates the particles that experienced no scattering in order to suppress background processes. The second main collimator is divided
into 14 identical sections with alternate sections being blocked, as shown in Figure
2.2, this design is to protect the toroid magnetic upstream from radiation over time
as well. The design of collimator 2 also maximizes the number of unique scattering
events reaching the main detector, because for each electron-electron scattering event
there will be two electrons with opposite azimuthal scattering angles. The two electrons will be from the same event and thus it will provide no new information for us
to keep both electrons, so collimator 2 will make sure only one is kept.
After the particles pass through the collimators, they will reach two sets of toroidal
field magnets. These magnets are designed to separate the electron-proton scattering
events from the electron-electron events by directing them to different areas of the
main detector. The main detector of the MOLLER experiment is made up of a
series of six rings of thin fused-silica (quartz) detectors that have different radii;

10

(a) The expected distribution of charged particles arriving at the plane of the main detector.

(b) One section of the the main detector
with an overlay displaying how the detector will be segmented.

Figure 2.3: These graphs were produced by simulating the particles passing through
the MOLLER experiment arriving at the main detector.
these rings are numbered 1 through 6 going radially outwards. The electron-proton
scattered events are directed by the toroid magnets primarily onto rings 2 and 3,
while electron-electron events are directed mainly onto ring 5. As stated before there
will be electron-proton scattered particles that arrive at ring five, the expected radial
distributions of the two types of scattering can be found in Figure 2.4. Each ring
is also segmented in in azimuth, φ, to allow a more precise view of the distribution
around the main detector. The expected distribution of particles arriving at the main
detector as well as how each ring will be segmented can be found in Figure 2.3b. As
the charged particles from the scattering events pass through the quartz detectors
they produce Cherenkov radiation. The light produced is proportional to the number
of charged particles that pass through the detector,
dN
∆electrons
=
= σL
∆time
dt

(2.6)

where σ is the reaction cross section, and L is luminosity. The luminosity is
11

Figure 2.4: This graph was created from the simulations of the MOLLER experiment
that shows the arrival location of the three main forms of scattering that will occur,
and the x-axis is divided to show the rings of the main detector [1].
defined as

L = ΦρT l

(2.7)

where Φ is the incident flux, the number of electrons per second from the beam,
ρT is the number density of the target (atoms/volume), and l is the length of the
target. One can calculate the fractional parity-violating asymmetry Apv by taking
the reaction cross-section of electrons scattered for the right-handed polarization, σR ,
and the left-handed polarization, σL and calculating the difference over the sum,

Apv =

σR − σL
.
σR + σL

(2.8)

By taking the cross section one can solve for an equation dependant on the kinematics of the experiment and the weak charge of the electron, QeW . This derivation
requires quantum field theory and a lengthy derivation [5], but results in,
12

Z Z
Apv ∝

GF
4 sin2 θ
(θ, φ)mE √
QeW dθdφ,
2
2
2πα (3 + cos θ)

(2.9)

here m is the mass of an electron, E is the energy of the incident beam, GF is the
Fermi coupling constant, α is the fine structure constant, θ is the scattering angle,
and QeW is the weak charge of the electron. The weak charge of the electron is the
key ingredient to the amplitude for the weak neutral current MZ 0 mentioned earlier;
QeW is predicted precisely in the standard model. Thus the MOLLER experiment’s
goal can be viewed as a determination of QeW , and a comparison of this with the
expectation of the standard model. (θ, φ) is the acceptance function, which represents the probability that an electrons scattered at angle θ, φ with scattered energy
E 0 will be detected in ring 5 of the main detector. By setting equations 2.8 and 2.9
equal we can solve for QeW . Clearly, we must know (θ, φ, E 0 ) in order to extract QeW
from Apv . The acceptance function can be determined from simulation but must be
benchmarked by actual measurements. This is the purpose of the sieve collimator.
Sieve Collimator
The MOLLER experiment measures the rate of scattered electrons using large
Cherenkov detectors (the quartz main detectors). The scattered electron flux used in
this experiment is so large it would be impractical to individually track each of the
electrons that is detected; because of this the experiment will occasionally turn down
the rate of the electrons coming into the target detector and add in a sieve collimator
before the main collimator (as shown in Figure 2.5). The experiment will also insert
a set of Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) tracking detectors after the toroid magnets.
There will be four sets of GEM detectors (as shown in Figure 2.6). GEM detectors are
argon filled-detectors that contain a perforated thin foil used for imaging of charged
particles without destroying them as the main detector does. The GEM detectors
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Figure 2.5: This image shows a closer look at the collimators used in the experiment,
Collimators #1 and #2 are the main collimators used throughout the experiment,
and blocker #6 denotes the sieve collimator. The electron beam is incident from the
left. [1].
allow tracking the path of particles as they travel between the toroid magnets and
the main detector.
The purpose of the sieve collimator and GEM detectors is two-fold, to assist in
calculating the kinematic dependence of Apv , as shown in Equation 2.9, that have
scattered from the target at a specific angle, and to ensure the experiment is functioning as expected. The role of the sieve collimator is also two-fold as it further
decreases the number of particles passing through the detector allowing us to individually track them, as well as allowing the experiment to track electrons traveling
at very specific angles through the detector. The purpose of this project is to simulate the sieve collimator being added to the experiment and determine the optimal
geometry of the collimator. The main aspects that will be examined are the number
of holes used in the collimator, the size of the holes, and their distribution pattern.
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Figure 2.6: This image shows the position of the GEM detectors in front of the main
detector. The beam would be coming from the lower right-hand corner, with the grey
trapazoids showing the GEM detector locations and the colored ring following the
GEMs show the rings of the main detector. The electron beam is incident from the
right. [1].
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1

Method
In order to simulate the MOLLER experiment Monte Carlo simulations were

run using a GEANT4 [6] simulation package. The package simulates the geometry
of the MOLLER experiment including the hydrogen target, the blockers, the toroid
magnets, and the main detector as well as the physical processes that will occur in
the experiment. When the experiment runs, the plan is to remove the long hydrogen
target and replace it with thin targets at different locations in z, these thin targets
are not currently able to be simulated, so all simulations run for this analysis are
run using the long hydrogen target. The simulation allows for the manipulation of
geometries within the experiment as well as providing exact information about each
particle as it passes through the experiment. Analysis of the data was done using the
CERN Root software suite and Python.
As stated before, the sieve collimator will be placed in front of the two main
collimators. Similar to collimator #2, it will be divided into fourteen sections. Seven
of the fourteen sections will be solid and seven will have pin-holes drilled into them.
It is expected that each of the pin-hole sections will have a different pattern of holes
to allow for the widest selection of scattering angles. The sieve geometry in the
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simulation is different than the planned geometry in two key ways. First, instead of
seven solid and seven holed sections the simulation only included the holed sections.
This is unimportant for the results as collimator #2 will block the particles that pass
through those seven sections. The second difference is that instead of unique hold
patterns for each of the holed sections, all the hole patterns are the same. This was
chosen in increase the statistics used in the analysis as the seven identical sections
will produce a seven fold symmetry and these can be aggregated for values such as
radial positions and scattering angles. Instead of making each section a separate hole
pattern two simulations were run for each of the parameters tested with different hole
patterns. One simulation was run with the holes at radial values from the nominal
beam center of 1.8 in, 2.6 in, and 3.6 in. The other simulation was run with nominal
radial values of 1.5 inches, 2.2 inches, and 3.6 inches. These two sets of simulations
were run with different diameters of the holes including 0.5 in, 0.4 in, 0.3 in, 0.2 in,
and 0.1 in. The results of the 0.1 in diameter holes were not included in the analysis
however, because the hole size decreased the statistics making the results inconclusive.
It is recommend that future research include rerunning the simulation for the 0.1 in
diameter with higher statistics.
The simulation allows control over the type of events that are simulating, this
allows for the initial selection of only Moller scattered events. This simulation also
has a build in weighting feature that allows the results of the simulation to be weighted
by the physical likelihood of a scattering event occurring and scattering at specific
angles. The weighting factor was included for all simulation analysis performed. The
simulation also allows the selection of specific type of particles; as the focus of this
analysis was the Moller scattered electrons, the only particles included in the analysis
are target and beam electrons that experienced Moller scattering; these particles are
referred to as primary particles. The essential portions of the script used to analysis
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the simulation can be found in the appendix.

Figure 3.1: Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on
the x-axis and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis.
The blue graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in,
the green 2.6 in, and the red 3.5 in. The final graphs shows them all together for
comparison.

3.2

Long Hydrogen Target
In order to confirm that the sieve collimator would perform as expected a sim-

ulation was run with three holes centered in each of the seven sections at a radial
location from the center of the sieve of 1.8 in, 2.6 in, and 3.5 in, and a hole diameter
of 0.5 inches. When looking at the radial position of primary particles as they arrive
at the main detector, I expected to see three distinct spikes of radial position for
each of the three holes. Figure 3.1 shows the results of graphing the radial positions
based on the hole each particle passed through. From these graphs I can see that the
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radial hole position did not significantly affect the radial position of primary particles as they arrived at the main detector. One reason for this is the unique form of
spectrometer used by the MOLLER experiment: the toroid magnets aim to direct
all Moller scattered events, regardless of energy or scattering angle, onto ring 5 of
the main detector. This means that it might not be possible to distinguish between
different initial scattering angle based on the location the particle arrives at the main
detector.
As the radial positioning on the main detector did not provide the expected results,
to confirm that the holes were functioning as expected and selecting different scattering angles I graphed the polar angle of the primary particles. The polar angle refers
to the angle at which a particle scatters from the nominal beam path. Three graphs
were made plotting the polar angle of the primary particles that passed through each
respective hole, then the graphs were overlayed for easier comparison, figure 3.2. The
graphs of polar angles show the three holes forming a specific peak, but that the polar
angles selected by each hole are also over a wide ranges that overlap. This suggests
that each hole might be selecting initial scattering angles over too wide a range of
scattering angles, preventing distinct radial peak from forming at the main detector.
I concluded that there are two possible reasons the holes are selecting a wide range.
One reason is the simulation uses the hydrogen target instead of the thin targets that
MOLLER will use when the sieve collimator is in place. The long hydrogen target
allows scattering to occur from anywhere in a location which is over 1.25 meters in
length [1]. This means that two scattering events that occur with the same scattering
angle, but which arose from different z positions will arrive at the sieve collimator
with different radial values. The thin targets will ensure scattering occurs only at a
known z location, ensuring each scattering angle will arrive at the sieve with a more
well-defined radial positions. Another reason for the wide range of polar angles being
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Figure 3.2: Each graph shows initial polar scattering angle on the x-axis and number
of events for each scattering angle on the y-axis. The blue graph shows events that
passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in, the green 2.6 in, and the red 3.5 in.
The final graphs shows them all together for comparison.
selected by each hole is due to the size of the holes. If the holes are too large, they
could be selecting too large a range of scattering angles to be effective.

3.3

Thin Target Approximation
The simulation currently being used is at present not configured to simulate the

inclusion of the thin targets; due to this restriction I was unable to directly simulate
the difference between the long hydrogen target and the thin targets. For an initial
exploration into the effect of the thin targets I divided the long hydrogen target
into five equal size sections and analyzed each section separately. In the simulation
the position of an event along the beam path is denoted by the z coordinate. By
narrowing down the area in z where a scattering event could have occurred I was
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able to see if the thin targets would help the sieve collimator select a smaller range of
scattering angles. This is not a completely accurate approximation for three reasons;
first, the thin targets are thin and would not have the same multiple scattering that
the long hydrogen target has. Second I am still looking at a range of different initial
z positions instead of a singular one as the thin target would provide. Third, the
probability of scattering for different angles is not the same in hydrogen as it is in
carbon and thus I would see a different weighting factor applied to the initial polar
angles. While these three factors do affect the results, the sectioning of z will help us
understand if the thin targets will help narrow the selected polar angles and create
distinct radial peaks at the main detector.
The long hydrogen target was separated into five even sections of z values which
are referred to as z1 through z5 with z1 being the farthest upstream position and z5
being the farthest downstream. After separating by z position, I graphed the initial
polar scattering angle in the same manner as before with the particles that passed
through each of the three holes graphed separately and then overlaid. For simplicity
the graphs shown here are only the overlaid graphs, but the separate graphs and
graphs of the second hole arrangement can be found in the appendix. Figure 3.3
displays the polar angles for each of the five sections. The graphs show that the
range of scattering angles passing through each hole has decreased and the peaks
have become more pronounced for each hole. This would suggest that the use of thin
targets will help the sieve collimator select a smaller range of initial scattering angles.
I then graphed the radial position at the main detector for each z section, the 1.8
in, 2.6 in, 3.5 in hole arrangement is shown in Figure 3.4. These graphs showed us
the same pattern as when all z positions were included, i.e. that the different holes
do not form distinct peaks at different radial locations on the main detector. In order
to better understand the effects of the z sectioning I graphed the mean radial value
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure 3.3: Each graph shows polar angle on the x-axis and number of events that
arrived at that radial position on the y-axis for diameter 0.5 in. The blue graph shows
events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in, the green 2.6 in, and
the red 3.5 in.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure 3.4: Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on the
x-axis and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis. The
blue graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in, the
green 2.6 in, and the red 3.5 in.
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for each of the six hole positions vs the z range as shown in Figure 3.5. From Figure
3.5 I can see that the mean values for each of the holes varies based on the z range as
well as the hole position. I can also see that the arrival locations of several holes for
each z are close together and would be difficult to tell apart. This suggests it might
not be possible to put two or three holes in one section of the sieve collimator and
expect distinct radial peaks.

Figure 3.5: This graph shows the five z sections on the ordinate and the mean radial
value on the abscissa for six hole positions.

3.4

Hole Diameter Variation

An aspect of the sieve geometry that had not been examined but could help to create
distinct radial peaks at the main detector is the hole diameter. I ran the simulation
with five different hole diameters for 0.5 in to 0.1 in; for this analysis only 0.5 to 0.2
will be included as the results from the 0.1 did not have the statistical significance
needed to draw conclusions. I predicted that the hole diameter would have little effect
on the mean polar angle and radial position at the main detector. Figure 3.6 shows
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(a) This graph shows the mean of the radial
position at the plane of the main detector
on the ordinate and the diameter of the hole
on the abscissa for six hole positions and the
section z1 of the hydrogen target.

(b) This graph shows the mean of the polar angle position at the plane of the main
detector on the ordinate and the diameter of the hole on the abscissa for six hole
positions and the section z1 of the hydrogen target

Figure 3.6: Graphs depicting the dependence of mean radial and polar angle on hole
diameter.
the mean radial and polar angle values versus the hole diameter for section z1. These
graphs show that for for section z1 the hole diameter does not change the mean polar
angle and has only a small effect on the mean radial value. These trends are similar
across all z sections and those graphs can be found in the appendix. The lack of
dependence on diameter of the mean values is to be expected, as the center of the
hole does not change.
Another aspect of the graphs for radial values that can be examined is the root
mean squared (rms) value. The rms value corresponds to a measurement of the
width of the radial peaks at the main detector. I created graphs similar to the mean
radial position and mean polar angle for radial rms. If the rms becomes larger as
hole size becomes larger, it would suggest that the use of smaller holes would create
more defined radial peaks on the main detector. Figure 3.7 shows the rms values
for z1, and from this I cannot tell a discernible trend in which the hole diameter
affects the rms value of the mean position. Our conclusion is that hole diameter is
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Figure 3.7: This graph shows the RMS of the radial position at the plane of the main
detector on the ordinate and the diameter of the hole on the abscissa for six hole
positions and the section z1 of the hydrogen target.
an insignificant factor in forming defined radial peaks at the main detector for Moller
scattered electrons, for the range of diameters investigated.

3.5

Next Steps
I have concluded that forming distinct radial peaks at the main detector use the

sieve collimator will most likely not be possible for Moller scattered electrons. I have
not yet considered how the trajectory of the particle at the main detector could be
used in conjunction with the radial position to better estimate the initial scattering
angle. It could be possible that particles arriving at the same radial position would
have different trajectories that could be distinguished by the GEM detectors. If this
were the case I might not need distinct radial peaks to tell the holes apart. This is
one area of study that should be investigated further.
Another important area of study is the effect of the sieve collimator on the electronproton scattering (ep scattering). The main reason for the inclusion of the sieve collimator is to estimate how much background arises at ring 5 from ep scattered electrons.
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I ran initial simulations for ep scattered electrons, but due to time constraints was not
able to run with a high enough number of events to have any statistically significant
results.Recreating the graphs from this analysis for the ep scattered electrons is an
important area of future study.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
The MOLLER experiment at Jefferson Lab aims to measure the parity-violating
asymmetry in electron-electron elastic scattering. MOLLER aims to improve, with
five times the precision, upon the measurement made at SLAC by the E158 experiment. This will be done by having polarized electrons pass through a liquid hydrogen
target through a series of torodial magnets onto a main detector. The magnets will
act as a spectrometer, directing the Moller scattered electrons onto the fifth ring of the
main detector and the electron-proton scattered electrons onto the second and third
rings of the main detector. This process is not perfect and some of the electron-proton
scattered electrons will arrive at ring 5. The MOLLER experiment will need to know
the level of background due to electron-proton scattering. In order to measure the
background a colimator with pin-holes will be placed before the magnets to select a
small range of initial scattering angles and a series of GEM tracking detectors will be
placed before the main detector in order to track the trajectories of the particles as
they approach the main detector. The hydrogen target will also be replaced by thin
carbon targets so that the location of the initial scattering will be known. The sieve
collimator that will select the initial angles will have fourteen sections alternating
with seven of them being solid and seven having the pin-holes. The arrangement of
hole location and size has not been determined and the goal of this analysis was to
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do a preliminary study into possible factors that will affect the optimization of the
sieve collimator.
It would be preferable that the particles that pass through each respective hole in
a section of the sieve would arrive at the main detector with a distinct radial position,
so that three holes would produce three peaks on the main detector. Initial simulations with the hydrogen target showed that there were not distinct radial peaks as
expected, instead the peaks were overlapped significantly and thus were not clearly
distinguishable. It was found that the range of initial scattering angles that were
passing through each hole was large. The current simulation used by the MOLLER
collaboration is unable to simulate the thin carbon targets, so instead, for this analysis, the long hydrogen target was divided into five even sections. Once divided it
was clear the range of initial scattering angles had decreased, but it had no affect on
the radial positions as they arrived. The mean radial position at the main detector
was then examined for each of the six hole positions used and it was determined that
having multiple holes in each section might not be possible if only radial position was
used for analysis. The hole diameter was then varied to determine if the hole size
affected the radial positions. It was found that hole size did not have a consistent
effect on the distribution of radial positions for each hole.
While it was found that radial position would not be able to determine the origin
of the particle, it is possible that when combined with the particle trajectory from
the GEM detectors that the holes could be told apart. It is also possible that the
electron-proton events might hold more information regarding the necessary geometry
of the sieve collimator. Both of these are area for future study for the sieve collimator.
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Appendix A
Graphs
A.1

Polar Angle Graphs for Different Holes

Here I have included all the graphs of the same form as Figure 3.3, for each
different hole size as well as the other hole positions. For organization the two different
hole geometries are in separate subsections.

A.1.1

Hole Position: 1.8 in, 2.6 in, 3.5 in

Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on the x-axis
and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis. The blue
graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in, the green
2.6 in, and the red 3.5 in.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.1: Diameter 0.5 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.2: Diameter 0.4 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.3: Diameter 0.3 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.4: Diameter 0.2 in
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A.1.2

Hole Position: 1.5 in, 2.2 in, 3.0 in

Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on the x-axis
and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis. The blue
graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.5 in, the green
2.2 in, and the red 3.0 in.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.5: Diameter 0.5 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.6: Diameter 0.4 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.7: Diameter 0.3 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.8: Diameter 0.2 in
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A.2

Radial Graphs for Different Holes

Here I have included all the graphs of the same form as Figure 3.3, for each
different hole size as well as the other hole positions. For organization the two different
hole geometries are in separate subsections.

A.2.1

Hole Position: 1.8 in, 2.6 in, 3.5 in

Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on the x-axis
and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis. The blue
graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.8 in, the green
2.6 in, and the red 3.5 in.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.9: Diameter 0.5 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.10: Diameter 0.4 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.11: Diameter 0.3 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.12: Diameter 0.2 in
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A.2.2

Hole Position: 1.5 in, 2.2 in, 3.0 in

Each graph shows radial position at the plane of the main detector on the x-axis
and number of events that arrived at that radial position on the y-axis. The blue
graph shows events that passed through the hole at radial position 1.5 in, the green
2.2 in, and the red 3.0 in.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.13: Diameter 0.5 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.14: Diameter 0.4 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.15: Diameter 0.3 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.16: Diameter 0.2 in
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

Figure A.17: These graph shows the five z sections on the ordinate and the mean
radial value on the abscissa for six hole positions.

A.3

Mean Radial Graphs

This section contains the graphs similar to Figure 3.4 for all other hole diameters.
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A.3.1

Diameter vs Mean Radial Position

This section contains the graphs similar to Figure 3.6(a) for all other z sections.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.18: These graph shows the mean of the radial position at the plane of the
main detector on the ordinate and the diameter of the hole on the abscissa for six
hole positions.
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A.4

Mean Polar Graphs

This section contains the graphs similar to Figure 3.6(b) for all other z sections.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.19: These graph shows the mean of the polar angle on the ordinate and the
diameter of the hole on the abscissa for six hole positions.
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A.5

Radial RMS Graphs

This section contains the graphs similar to Figure 3.7 for all other z sections.
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(a) Graph for section z1

(b) Graph for section z2

(c) Graph for section z3

(d) Graph for section z4

(e) Graph for section z5

Figure A.20: These graph shows the rms of the radial position on the ordinate and
the diameter of the hole on the abscissa for six hole positions.
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Appendix B
Code Sample
This is the code that was used to create the graphs contained in both the main body
and Appendix A. The script was written in C++ for use with the reroot system used
by the MOLLER collaboration. Here I show abbreviated sections of the script as the
majority of it is repetitive and not informative here.

B.1

Initializing Histograms

Shown here is the initial set up used for the script as well as an example of initialization
the 1-D histograms used in the script for this research

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include <TF1.h>
void remoll_plots(const TString& files)
{TChain* T = new TChain("T");
T->Add(files);
Double_t rate = 0;
std::vector<remollEventParticle_t>* parts = 0;
std::vector<remollGenericDetectorHit_t>* hits = 0;
remollBeamTarget_t *bm=0;
// Define some branches of the Tree (which is "T")
T->SetBranchAddress("rate", &rate);
T->SetBranchAddress("hit", &hits);
T->SetBranchAddress("part", &parts);
T->SetBranchAddress("bm", &bm);
//Define some histograms
gROOT -> SetBatch(kTRUE);
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TH1F* maindet_1D_square = new TH1F("maindet_1D_square","Main Detector r",400,600,1200);
maindet_1D_square->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("Radial Value");
maindet_1D_square->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Events");

B.2

Sorting and Cuts

Shown here is the entirety of the script used to select primary particles and sort which
hole each particle passed through.

// define logical flag that hole 1/2/3 was hit
bool hole_1 = false;
bool hole_2 = false;
bool hole_3 = false;
// Loop over all events
for (size_t iev = 0; iev < T->GetEntries(); iev++) {
T->GetEntry(iev);
hole_1 = false;
hole_2 = false;
hole_3 = false;
// Process hits: loop over all the hits in this event
for (size_t ihit = 0; ihit < hits->size(); ihit++) {
remollGenericDetectorHit_t hit = hits->at(ihit);
if ((hit.det == 28 && hit.trid == 1) || (hit.det == 28 && hit.trid == 2)) {
maindet_1D_square->Fill(hit.r, rate);
if(bm->z < -4890){
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_z1->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}
if(bm->z > -4890 && bm->z < -4630){
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_z2->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);} }}
if(bm->z > -4630 && bm->z <-4370){
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_z3->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}
if(bm->z >-4370 && bm->z <-4110){
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_z4->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}
if(bm->z >-4110 && bm->z <-3850){
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for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_z5->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}} //end if statement
if ((hit.det == 1001 && hit.trid == 1) || (hit.det == 1001 && hit.trid == 2)) {
hole_1 = true;}
if ((hit.det == 1002 && hit.trid == 1) || (hit.det == 1002 && hit.trid == 2)) {
hole_2 = true;}
if ((hit.det == 1003 && hit.trid == 1) || (hit.det == 1003 && hit.trid == 2)) {
hole_3 = true;
}} //end loop over hits
// Process hits again
for (size_t ihit = 0; ihit < hits->size(); ihit++) {
remollGenericDetectorHit_t hit = hits->at(ihit);
if ((hit.det == 28 && hole_1 && hit.trid==1)||(hit.det == 28 && hole_1 && hit.trid==2)) {
// hits main detector and has passes through hole 1
maindet_1D_square_hole1->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_hole1->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle ->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
//hits within z region
if ( bm->z < -4890){
main_hole1_z1_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle_z1->Fill(1000*part.th, rate); }}}//end z1 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4890 && bm->z < -4630){
main_hole1_z2_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle_z2->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z2 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4630 && bm->z <-4370){
main_hole1_z3_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle_z3->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z3 if statment
if ( bm->z >-4370 && bm->z <-4110){
main_hole1_z4_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle_z4->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z4 if statment
if ( bm->z >-4110 && bm->z <-3850){
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main_hole1_z5_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole1_polar_angle_z5->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z5 if statment
}
if ((hit.det == 28 && hole_2 && hit.trid==1)||(hit.det == 28 && hole_2 && hit.trid==2)) {
// hits main detector and has passes through hole 2
maindet_1D_square_hole2->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_hole2->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle ->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
//hits within z region
if ( bm->z < -4890){
main_hole2_z1_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle_z1->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z1 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4890 && bm->z < -4630){
main_hole2_z2_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle_z2->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z2 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4630 && bm->z <-4370){
main_hole2_z3_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle_z3->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z3 if statment
if (bm->z >-4370 && bm->z <-4110){
main_hole2_z4_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle_z4->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z4 if statment
if (bm->z >-4110 && bm->z <-3850){
main_hole2_z5_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole2_polar_angle_z5->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z5 if statment
}
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}

if ((hit.det == 28 && hole_3 && hit.trid==1)||(hit.det == 28 && hole_3 && hit.trid==2)) {
// hits main detector and has passes through hole 3
maindet_1D_square_hole3->Fill(hit.r, rate);
bm_z_hole3->Fill(bm->z);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
polar_angle_hole3->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle ->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}
//hits within z region
if ( bm->z < -4890){
main_hole3_z1_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle_z1->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z1 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4890 && bm->z < -4630){
main_hole3_z2_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle_z2->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z2 if statment
if ( bm->z > -4630 && bm->z <-4370){
main_hole3_z3_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle_z3->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z3 if statment
if ( bm->z >-4370 && bm->z <-4110){
main_hole3_z4_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle_z4->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z4 if statment
if ( bm->z >-4110 && bm->z <-3850){
main_hole3_z5_r->Fill(hit.r, rate);
for (size_t ipart = 0; ipart < parts->size(); ipart++) {
remollEventParticle_t part = parts->at(ipart);
if(part.trid==hit.trid){
hole3_polar_angle_z5->Fill(1000*part.th, rate);}}}//end z5 if statment
}} // end 2nd loop over hits
//end loop over events
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B.3

Creating Canvases

Shown here is one example of how canvases were made through root and saved as
images.
TCanvas *c3 = new TCanvas("c3","Hole Plots Square");
gStyle->SetOptStat("m");
c3->Divide(2,2);
c3->cd(1);
maindet_1D_square_hole1->Draw();
c3->cd(2);
maindet_1D_square_hole2->Draw();
c3->cd(3);
maindet_1D_square_hole3->Draw();
c3->cd(4);
maindet_1D_square_hole1->Draw();
maindet_1D_square_hole3->Draw("SAME");
maindet_1D_square_hole2->Draw("SAME");
c3->Print("remoll_plots_holes_square _05.png");
delete c3;
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